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Abstract
Gaze estimation involves predicting where the person
is looking at, given either a single input image or a
sequence of images. One challenging task, gaze esti-
mation in the wild, concerns data collected in uncon-
strained environments with varying camera-person dis-
tances, like the Gaze360 dataset. The varying distances
result in varying face sizes in the images, which makes
it hard for current CNN backbones to estimate the gaze
robustly. Inspired by our natural skill to identify the
gaze by taking a focused look at the face area, we pro-
pose a novel architecture that similarly zooms in on the
face area of the image at multiple scales to improve
prediction accuracy. Another challenging task, 360-
degree gaze estimation (also introduced by the Gaze360
dataset), consists of estimating not only the forward
gazes, but also the backward ones. The backward gazes
introduce discontinuity in the yaw angle values of the
gaze, making the deep learning models affected by
some huge loss around the discontinuous points. We
propose to convert the angle values by sine-cosine trans-
form to avoid the discontinuity and represent the phys-
ical meaning of the yaw angle better. We conduct abla-
tion studies on both ideas, the novel architecture and the
transform, to validate their effectiveness. The two ideas
allow our proposed model to achieve state-of-the-art
performance for both the Gaze360 dataset and the RT-
Gene dataset when using single images. Furthermore,
we extend the model to a sequential version that system-
atically zooms in on a given sequence of images. The
sequential version again achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance on the Gaze360 dataset, which further demon-
strates the usefulness of our proposed ideas.
Introduction
Human gaze is one of the important cues in several tasks
which require estimating the direction of human attention,
such as understanding intention or locating target objects.
Consequently, human gaze estimation solutions are needed
in a wide range of application domains, including human-
robot interaction (Palinko et al. 2016; Moon et al. 2014),
virtual reality (PatneyAnjul et al. 2016; Padmanaban et al.
2017) and saliency detection (Parks, Borji, and Itti 2015;
Rudoy et al. 2013).
Technically, the goal of (human) gaze estimation is to ac-
curately predict the gaze direction of a given person. The
Figure 1: Discontinuity in yaw space. Yaw angle is defined
with respect to negative z axis. Discontinuity is seen when
the projection of gaze vector on XZ plane is very close to
positive Z direction. From one side the angle reaches pi and
from the other, it reaches −pi
predicted gaze direction can be 2D (Krafka et al. 2016;
Huang, Veeraraghavan, and Sabharwal 2016), like the (x, y)
coordinate of a mobile or laptop screen; it can also be
3D (Sugano, Matsushita, and Sato 2014; Wang et al. 2019)
in the real-world reference system. A normalized 3D gaze
vector has two degrees of freedom, which can be equiva-
lently represented by the yaw and pitch angles of the head
orientation. The goal of 3D gaze estimation is to predict the
yaw and pitch angles accurately. The 3D gaze estimation
problem subsumes the 2D one as one can project the 3D
gaze onto any desired plane to yield a 2D gaze. We focus on
the 3D gaze estimation problem in this work.
Gaze estimation is often used in unconstrained
environments—i.e., in the wild. In such environments,
images may come with varying camera-person distance.
Not all existing datasets contain significant variations
in camera-person distance (Smith et al. 2013; Sugano,
Matsushita, and Sato 2014; Mora, Monay, and Odobez
2014; Krafka et al. 2016; Huang, Veeraraghavan, and
Sabharwal 2016; Zhang et al. 2017). We aim to study gaze
estimation in the wild and have thus chosen to work on
Gaze360 (Kellnhofer et al. 2019) and RT-GENE (Fischer,
Chang, and Demiris 2018) datasets, both of which contain
data with considerable camera-person distance variations.
Gaze360 allows forming both sequential (video) and static
(image) gaze estimation tasks, while RT-GENE is for static
gaze estimation in the wild.
Arguably, most of the information about the gaze is within
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Figure 2: Proposed architecture of StaticWSCMultiCrop
model (Static model)
the face area, especially face orientation and the eyes. The
size of the face area can thus be taken as the “scale” of the
input image. Different camera-person distances naturally re-
sult in input images with varying scales, which cannot be
easily handled by usual CNNs (Jaderberg et al. 2015; Lenc
and Vedaldi 2019) and is a key challenge of gaze estimation
in the wild. Many existing works tackle the varying-scale
issue by normalizing the input image (Fischer, Chang, and
Demiris 2018; Zhang et al. 2017, 2015; Park et al. 2019;
Cheng, Lu, and Zhang 2018), and many of those works rely
on the image warping technique (Sugano, Matsushita, and
Sato 2014) to reorient the camera virtually and generate a
new set of images with respect to specified virtual camera
orientation. The technique was subsequently used in several
works for fixing the camera-eye distance and camera orien-
tation with respect to the head (Zhang et al. 2017, 2015; Park
et al. 2019). Nevertheless, the technique needs the 3D loca-
tion of some fixed point on the face to compute. The mid-
point of the eyes is often taken as the fixed point, but such
a fixed point is difficult to obtain for extreme frontal gazes,
for images with occlusions and for backward gazes. In other
words, the normalization approaches cannot fully solve the
needs of gaze estimation in the wild.
Given that both the face and eye reveal information about
the gaze, some recent approaches zoom in to the eye area of
the input image, and study how the face and eye images can
be used together for gaze estimation (Chen and Shi 2019;
Cheng et al. 2020a). Such approaches not only require high-
resolution images to extract meaningful eye patches, but are
prone to run into problems for extreme gazes and eye occlu-
sions. That is, they do not lend themselves to gaze estimation
Figure 3: Proposed architecture of SeqWSCMultiCrop
model (Sequence model)
Figure 4: Architecture of Multi Zoom Aggregator
in the wild as well.
In this paper, we have worked on tackling the issue of im-
ages belonging to different zoom-scales for gaze estimation
in the wild. We have done so without normalization nor re-
lying on eye patches as inputs, making our proposed model
more tolerant towards image resolution, eye visibility and
occlusions. Our idea is to mimic what human does when
trying to confirm the gaze: take a focused look at the face
area. In particular, we expand an input image to siblings
scaled with different zooms, and aggregate the gaze esti-
mates from all siblings to make the final estimation. The ag-
gregation is done by spatial max-pooling, which reflects the
intent to focus on the scaled image with the strongest reso-
nance for gaze estimation. Other aggregation techniques are
also tested to validate the idea of multi-zoom scaling. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the idea indeed leads to
a more robust model with respect to scale changes.
Another key challenge that we identified for true gaze
estimation in the wild can be found in the Gaze360
Model + Backbone All
360
Front
180
Back
Pinball Static
(Kellnhofer et al.
2019) + Resnet
15.6 13.4 23.5
StaticSC + Resnet 14.5 12.8 20.5
StaticWSC + Resnet 14.4 12.7 20.4
StaticMultiCrop +
Resnet
15.7 12.2 28.1
StaticSCMultiCrop +
Resnet
14.0 12.3 19.8
StaticWSCMultiCrop
+ Resnet
13.9 12.3 19.8
StaticWSCMultiCrop
+ Hardnet
13.8 12.1 19.7
Table 1: Performance comparison for Static models on
Gaze360 dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019)
dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019), which contains gazes with
yaw angles varying from −pi to pi. That is, the dataset con-
tains backward gazes, for which the magnitude of the yaw
angle is greater than pi/2. The backward gazes not only are
harder to estimate but also introduce discontinuity in the
yaw angle. Specifically, backward gazes of yaw angles pi− 
and −pi +  are physically close by for small , but are far
apart on the raw value. The discontinuity causes gaze es-
timation models to suffer from huge loss on the backward
gazes during training. We propose to solve the challenging
problem of discontinuity by encoding the raw yaw angle
values with their sine-cosine versions during training, and
design a corresponding decoding scheme during prediction.
Our encoding-decoding design improves gaze prediction on
backward gazes significantly, but causes a slight deteriora-
tion for frontal gazes with yaw angles near 0◦. We further
improve the decoding scheme with a weighting trick to ad-
dress the issue.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as fol-
lows: 1) We have created a novel architecture which uses
multiple zoomed-in versions of an image as an input to cre-
ate a model which is able to extract features efficiently from
images belonging to different scales. We show the superior
performance of our architecture across multiple backbones
and aggregation modules. We also show this for both static
model and sequence model types. 2) For improving back-
ward gaze prediction, we introduce sine-cosine based target
space transformation with weighted averaging for yaw an-
gle prediction. 3) We achieve state of the art performance
on Gaze360 dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019) and RT-GENE
dataset (Fischer, Chang, and Demiris 2018).
Our Approach
In this section we present our approach for doing gaze es-
timation having full 360◦ variation in yaw. In the last sub-
section, we present a modification of our approach for the
simpler case where backward gazes are absent.
Model + Backbone All
360
Front
180
Back
Pinball LSTM (Kellnhofer
et al. 2019) + Resnet
13.5 11.4 21.1
SeqSC + Resnet 13.2 11.5 19.2
SeqSC + Reg + LSTM +
Resnet
13.2 11.5 19.2
SeqWSC + Resnet 13.0 11.4 19.1
SeqWSC + Reg + LSTM +
Resnet
13.1 11.4 19.2
SeqSCMultiCrop +Resnet 12.6 10.8 19.2
SeqWSCMultiCrop +
Resnet
12.6 10.7 19.3
SeqSCMultiCrop + Reg +
LSTM + Resnet
12.8 10.9 19.6
SeqWSCMultiCrop + Reg +
LSTM + Resnet
12.8 10.9 19.5
SeqWSCMultiCrop + Hard-
net
12.4 10.7 18.9
Table 2: Performance comparison for Sequential models on
Gaze360 dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019)
Problem Formulation
In spherical co-ordinates, gaze is described by yaw angle
and pitch angle. We formulate the gaze estimation problem
for Static model as follows: Given an input image I, the task
is to predict ground truth yaw angle θgt and pitch angle φgt.
We denote predicted yaw and pitch as θp and φp respec-
tively. We formulate the gaze estimation problem for Se-
quence model as follows: Given a sequence of video frames
V0:2T = {I0, I1, ..., IT−1, IT , .., I2T }, the task is to predict
ground truth yaw angle θgt and pitch angle φgt for the frame
IT . We have kept the formulation for Sequence model iden-
tical to what is stated in (Kellnhofer et al. 2019). We evaluate
the model on angular error which is the angle between tar-
get gaze vector and predicted gaze vector, both represented
in 3D Cartesian coordinates.
We assume images to be face-centered. Yaw can vary
in [−pi, pi] and pitch can vary in [−pi/2, pi/2]. In this for-
mulation, a gaze is said to be backward gaze when θgt ∈
{[−pi,−pi/2] ∪ [pi/2, pi]}.
Target Domain Transformation
Model proposed by Kellnhofer et al. (Kellnhofer et al. 2019)
directly predicted θ and φ. We observed that this was lead-
ing to huge losses on backward gazes. We figured out the
reason to be a discontinuity in the domain of yaw. Yaw value
jumps discontinuously from pi to −pi as can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. This discontinuity causes inferior performance since
with ever so slight orientation change of face, the model is
expected to change its prediction to pi from−pi or vice versa.
Additionally, when θgt = pi− gets predicted as−pi, the loss
becomes proportional to 2pi instead of being proportional to
 thereby misguiding the learning. We tackle this problem by
doing target space transformation. We predict sin(θ), cos(θ)
and sin(φ).
Figure 5: Noticing a dip around 0◦ in distribution of Sine-
based yaw estimate θS
For estimating θ from predicted sin(θ) and cos(θ), we use
a two step method. Firstly, we estimate θ in two ways. In the
first Sine-based way, we estimate yaw θS from sin(θ) and
sign(cos(θ)). In the second Cosine-based way, we estimate
yaw θC using cos(θ) and sign(sin(θ)). Here sign() is de-
fined as:
sign(x) =

1 x > 0
0 x = 0
−1 x < 0
In the second step, we estimate θp. Initially we used
θp = θSC where θSC = (θS + θC)/2. However, we found
that θS was much more accurate than θC around 0◦. It be-
came more evident after looking at the distribution of θgt,
θS and θC as shown in Figure 5. One can notice a dip in
the distribution of θC around 0◦ and of θS around ±90◦.
We argue that the low derivative of tanh activation function
near ±1 makes it difficult for the model to predict values
reaching very close to ±1 the and high derivative of sin−1
and cos−1 functions around 1 discourages predicting angles
close to ±90◦ and 0◦ respectively. To resolve it, we have
adopted a weighted averaging scheme. Specifically, our pre-
diction θWSC is defined as:
θWSC = w ∗ θS + (1− w) ∗ θC
Here, w is defined as w = | cos((θS + θC)/2)|. Defined
this way, in practice, θS gets more weight when θgt is near
0◦ and θC gets more weight when θgt is near ±pi/2. With
LSTM as aggregation module, we explored another way
(referred as Reg in Table 2) of increasing gradient value
around such regions by adding a loss term which enforced
sin2(θSC) + cos
2(θSC) = 1. We did not include it in our fi-
nal model as it did not give considerable advantage across
multiple aggregation modules and backbones. Lastly, we
note that since φ varies in [−pi/2, pi/2], there is no ambi-
guity in estimating φ directly from sin(φ).
Loss Function
Following Gaze360 paper (Kellnhofer et al. 2019), we keep
our loss as Pinball loss for all experiments on the dataset. If
ygt is the target and yp is prediction, then the quantile loss
Figure 6: Images with different scales in Gaze360 dataset.
First row has images with large head size. Second row has
images with relatively smaller head size.
Lτ for quantile τ is defined as follows:
yτ =
{
ygt − (yp − σ) for τ ≤ 0.5
ygt − (yp + σ) otherwise
Lτ (yp, σ, ygt) = max(τyτ ,−(1− τ)yτ )
Here, σ can be understood as uncertainty in prediction which
is yet another output from our network. This formulation
is used on all three gaze targets namely sin(θ), cos(θ) and
sin(φ). Final loss is the average of these losses over quan-
tiles τ = 0.1 and τ = 0.9. Please refer to (Kellnhofer et al.
2019) for more details.
Architecture for Static Model
While working with Gaze360 dataset (Kellnhofer et al.
2019), as shown in Figure 6, we observed images present
at very different scales. Additionally, we found that Pinball
Static model (Kellnhofer et al. 2019) with sine-cosine trans-
formation was not able to handle images belonging to differ-
ent scales equally well (refer to Experiments for details). We
have used centercropping along with Spatial-Maxpooling to
handle scale robustly.
Architecture for our Static model StaticWSCMultiCrop
(Static Weighted Sine-Cosine Multi-crop) is shown in Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 4. The input image is center cropped with
multiple sizes CCropL = {Ci, i ∈ [0, T ]} and subse-
quently scaled back to the original size thereby producing a
set of images with varying scales. These images are fed into
our Multi zoom aggregator module. In it, the images are fed
into CNN portion of the backbone network to get 2D fea-
ture maps for differently scaled images. We then use Max-
pooling on these stacked 2D feature maps along the scale
dimension. Output of Max-pooling is then passed through
the backbone head comprising of dense layers. Finally, out-
put from the backbone head is passed through a dense layer
and appropriate activation to yield predictions. For estimat-
ing sin(θ), cos(θ) and sin(φ), tanh activation is applied. For
estimating σ, sigmoid activation is used. We then use θWSC
formulation to get θ.
With this architecture, model has the option to learn to
extract features from multiple scales and to simultaneously
learn to aggregate them efficiently. Model also has the op-
tion to learn to extract features from images belonging to a
narrow scale range and simultaneously learn to give more
weightage to features generated from images belonging to
that scale range. Either way, the model can learn to handle
images with different zoom-scales.
Architecture for Sequence Model
The architecture of our Sequence model SeqWSCMultiCrop
(Sequence Weighted Sine-Cosine Multi-crop) as shown in
Figure 3 and 4 flows naturally from our Static model.
Given input image sequence I0, I1..I2T , we center crop
them with sizes C0, C1..CT−1, CT , CT−1..C1, C0 respec-
tively. We also introduce the constraint that Ci > Ci+1∀i.
The specific cropsize ordering and the constraint is placed
so as to implicitly retain information on ordering of frames.
Subsequent portion of the model is identical to Static model.
Changes for Non backward gaze estimation
When solving the simpler non-backward gaze estimation,
we note that absence of discontinuity in yaw renders our
sine-cosine transformation not very useful. In this setting,
we therefore directly predict θ and φ which essentially re-
duces the dimension of last fully connected layer from 4 to
2. We also remove the tanh activation. We test this setting on
RT-GENE dataset (Fischer, Chang, and Demiris 2018) and
following their approach, use MSE loss as the loss function.
Experiments
Implementation Details
In order to have a fair comparison with Gaze360 pa-
per (Kellnhofer et al. 2019), for couple of experiments, we
use the backbone network as Resnet18 (He et al. 2015) pre-
trained on ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009). We also use pre-
trained MobileNet (Sandler et al. 2019), SqueezeNet (Ian-
dola et al. 2016), ShuffleNet (Ma et al. 2018) and Hard-
net (Chao et al. 2019) as the backbone network in our exper-
iments. Similar to (Kellnhofer et al. 2019), we fix the back-
bone’s output layer size to 256 for all our experiments. Input
to our network is 224*224*3 sized images. For all experi-
ments on both datasets involving multiple crop sizes, unless
specified otherwise, we use [224,200,175,150] for CCropL
which we obtained empirically. In our best performing con-
figuration, we use T=3 for both Sequence model and for
Static model. When using LSTM module as an aggregation
module, following (Kellnhofer et al. 2019), we use bidirec-
tional LSTM with 2 layers and 256 as hidden size. We use
PyTorch to implement the model. For all our experiments on
Gaze360 dataset, we train the network for 100 epochs with
64 as batch size, 0.0001 as the learning rate and Adam as
optimizer.
For all our experiments on RT-GENE dataset (Fis-
cher, Chang, and Demiris 2018), following their github
code https://github.com/Tobias-Fischer/rt gene/, we use
0.000325 as learning rate, Adam as optimizer with same
hyper-parameters (betas = (0.9, 0.95)). Additionally, we
use an early stopping criteria on validation loss with patience
of 5.
Data
The experiments have been conducted on Gaze360
dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019) and RT-GENE dataset (Fis-
cher, Chang, and Demiris 2018). In Gaze360, images are
in both indoors and outdoors setting. A full 360◦ range of
yaw angle is present. Camera-person distance varies consid-
erably ( 1m − 3m) leading to variable head sizes and im-
age resolutions. Using 238 subjects, this dataset comprises
of 129K training images, 17K validation images and 26K
test images.
Similar to Gaze360, RT-GENE dataset (Fischer, Chang,
and Demiris 2018) also has quite varying camera-person
distance (80-280cm). There are four sets of images in RT-
GENE dataset: 2 sets being Original and 2 sets being In-
painted. Within both categories there are two versions: the
Raw version and the MTCNN (Zhang et al. 2016) based
Normalized version. In the Normalized version, head sizes
in the image are less varying thereby making this image
set less relevant to us when compared to the Raw version.
Similar to what is mentioned in (Cheng et al. 2020b), we
also found the Inpainted version to be noisy and therefore
worked with Raw-Original and Normalized-Original im-
ages. We use the same configuration as was mentioned in
RT-GENE (Fischer, Chang, and Demiris 2018) paper and
the related code in terms of 3 fold cross-validation. For 3
fold cross-validation, we used [’s000’,’s014’, ’s015’,’s016’]
as validation set for all three folds. [’s001’, ’s002’, ’s008’,
’s010’], [’s003’, ’s004’, ’s007’, ’s009’] and [’s005’, ’s006’,
’s011’, ’s012’, ’s013’] form the three folds.
Model Performance Comparison in Gaze360
Dataset
We compare multiple Static model variations to show the
premier performance of our StaticWSCMultiCrop model in
Table 1. Here, we state the differing points for each vari-
ant against our StaticWSCMultiCrop model. StaticSCMul-
tiCrop model uses θSC formulation for yaw. StaticMulti-
Crop model directly predicts θ, φ and uncertainty σ and does
not use sine-cosine transformation. StaticSC and StaticWSC
models don’t use centercropping and can be understood as
being StaticSCMultiCrop and StaticWSCMultiCrop respec-
tively withCCropL = [224]. Using the same nomenclature,
we have multiple variants for our Sequence model. We show
their performance in Table 2. Additionally, we also show the
model performance with LSTM module as an aggregation
module for a closer comparison to (Kellnhofer et al. 2019).
Individual Effect of Different Components From Figure
9, one can see the performance gain achieved from different
components. We notice the benefit of sine-cosine transfor-
mation by comparing Static with StaticSC. We can notice
the benefit of using multiple zoom-scales by comparing Stat-
icWSCMultiCrop with StaticWSC. We also performed the
same study with LSTM as the aggregation module whose re-
sults are included in supplementary material. We found same
inferences there as well.
Finally, we can look at benefit of θWSC over θSC by look-
ing at performance on Frontal gazes in Figure 7.
Empirical Evidence on Significance of Scale in Gaze360
dataset We use our trained StaticSC model with Shuf-
Centercrop size Val Error Test Error
224 13.72 13.83
210 13.68 13.78
200 13.73 13.76
Table 3: Angular error obtained on Front 180◦ gazes in Test
and Validation set by using StaticSC Model with MobileNet
backbone on Gaze360 dataset.
Figure 7: Angular error on gazes with front ±20◦ yaw.
B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 denote Squeezenet, Shufflenet V2,
Mobilenet V2, Resnet18, and Hardnet68 backbones respec-
tively
flenet backbone for this experiment. For evaluation, we add
center cropping and subsequent resizing to original size in
data transformation step for both test and validation set. Note
that there was no center cropping done on the training and
validation set while the model was trained. One therefore ex-
pects the performance to degrade on introduction of center
cropping at evaluation time. However, as seen in the Table 3,
one can notice slight performance improvement. This means
that a significant proportion of the images in validation and
test set give better performance when they are zoomed in.
This implies that the model is not able to extract out fea-
tures equally efficiently from all scales. This also tells about
slight difference in the distribution of scale of images be-
tween train, validation and test dataset. At the very least, this
hints towards the significant role of handling image scale in
this dataset.
Effect of Different Aggregation Modules Here, we var-
ied different aggregation modules. We use SPATIAL MAX
(used in this paper), LSTM, MAX and SPATIAL-
ATTENTION as aggregation techniques for this study. For
SPATIAL-ATTENTION, 2D feature maps are aggregated
using an attention module. For LSTM and MAX, 1D fea-
tures coming out of the backbone network’s last dense layer
are aggregated. For LSTM, ordering in input sequence fol-
lows CCropL. We use Resnet18 as backbone for this study.
As can be seen from Table 4, performance is not signifi-
cantly dependant on the choice of the aggregation technique.
Performance Degradation Analysis with Scale Pertur-
bations For analysing the performance degradation with
Aggregation Module Angular error
SPATIAL-MAX 13.9
MAX 14.0
SPATIAL-ATTENTION 13.9
LSTM 14.0
Table 4: Performance comparison of different Aggregation
modules using StaticWSCMulticrop model
Figure 8: This figure shows the percentage increase in aver-
age angular error on front 180◦ gazes on varying amount of
magnification. B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 denote Squeezenet,
Shufflenet V2, Mobilenet V2, Resnet18, and Hardnet68 re-
spectively
change in scale, we tried to answer the question that by
how much will the performance degrade if a zoomed in or
a zoomed out image was given in place of the original im-
age. For every magnification level, we create one zoomed
in image and one zoomed out image. If c is the magnifica-
tion, then we centercrop the original image with size 224−c
and rescale it back to size 224 to create a zoomed in image.
We pad the original image with c/2 pixels on the boundary
and resize it down to 224 to get a zoomed out image. So,
larger the magnification, larger is the zoom in and zoom out
effect. In Figure 8, we have plotted the percentage increase
in angular error (averaged over zoom-in and zoom-out) with
amount of magnification on Frontal gazes. In majority of
cases across backbones and magnification levels, we see
StaticWSCMultiCrop model to have lower percentage in-
crease in angular error as compared to StaticWSC model.
Model performance on RT-GENE dataset
As shown in Table 5, we see that similar to Gaze360 dataset
(Table 3), overall performance on validation set improves
when we add the centercrop preprocessing while evaluation.
While being prominent for Kfold=0, this holds true for all
three folds for Hardnet68 backbone. This is indicative of the
fact that validation images have multiple scales and Static
model is not capturing features from all scales equally well.
Centercrop size Val Error (Hardnet68) Val Error (Resnet18)Kfold 0 Kfold 1 Kfold 2 Kfold 0 Kfold 1 Kfold 2
224 7.21 5.68 5.86 7.67 6.14 6.38
215 7.04 5.66 5.84 7.60 6.14 6.4
210 7.00 5.68 5.88 7.62 6.20 6.49
Table 5: In this table, we see the angular error obtained on Validation set by using Static Model with Resnet18 and Hardnet68
backbones on RT-GENE dataset.
Method Bkb Image Input Err
Spatial weights
CNN (Zhang
et al. 2017)
- NOrig Face 10.0
RT-Gaze (Fis-
cher, Chang, and
Demiris 2018)
- NOrig Eye 8.6
RT-Gaze (Fis-
cher, Chang, and
Demiris 2018)
- NOrig
+ NIn
Eye 7.7
FAR-Net (Cheng
et al. 2020b)
- NOrig Face
+ Eye
8.4
Static Resnet Orig Face 7.9
StaticMultiCrop Resnet Orig Face 7.1
Static Hardnet Orig Face 7.0
StaticMultiCrop Hardnet Orig Face 6.7
Static Resnet NOrig Face 7.2
StaticMultiCrop Resnet NOrig Face 7.3
Table 6: Performance comparison on RT-GENE dataset.
Note that NOrig stands for Normalized-Original, Orig
stands for Raw-Original and NIn stands for Normalized-
Inpainted image type.
Performance comparison on RT-GENE dataset is pre-
sented in Table 6. As can be seen in Table 6, we get state
of the art results on RT-GENE dataset. Note that we di-
rectly report the performance of Spatial weights CNN and
RT-Gaze on RT-GENE from (Fischer, Chang, and Demiris
2018). Similarly, we report results of FAR-Net from (Cheng
et al. 2020b).
After looking at results on Resnet18 backbone, one can
see that advantage of StaticMultiCrop model over Static
model achieved in case of Raw-Original image type is
lost when we look at Normalized-Original image type.
This intuitively makes sense because unlike Raw-Original,
Normalized-Original does not have significant variations in
the scale and images are already zoomed-in. Consequently,
our minimum cropsize of 150 in CCropL proves too low a
value and deteriorates the model performance.
Related Work
Initial work on Gaze estimation was model based (Guestrin
and Eizenman 2006; Jianfeng and Shigang 2014; Wang and
Ji 2016; Wang, Wang, and Ji 2016) with people trying to
model the geometry of eye and using the modelled geom-
etry for gaze estimation. With the rise of computational re-
Figure 9: Here, the backbone architecture is varied in our
model. B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 denote Squeezenet, Shuf-
flenet V2, Mobilenet V2, Resnet18, and Hardnet68 respec-
tively.
sources, increase in the dataset size and emergence of deep
learning, appearance based approaches (Zhang et al. 2015;
Cheng, Lu, and Zhang 2018; Wang, Zhao, and Ji 2018; Park
et al. 2019; Fischer, Chang, and Demiris 2018) came to be-
ing. As the name suggests, this approach tries to estimate the
gaze directly from the image appearance. A typical appear-
ance based model would be a neural network which would
take input an image containing the human face or the eye
patch and would predict the gaze. Unlike model based ap-
proach, here the setup is quite practical and the environ-
ment much more relaxed. Most appearance based models
need a single camera with not so stringent a requirement for
high resolution images. However, since it does not capture
the eye geometry, it is significantly susceptible to head pose
changes. The fact that several appearance based approaches
have taken head pose as input along with the image (Fu-
nes Mora and Odobez 2012; Lu et al. 2012, 2011; Sugano,
Matsushita, and Sato 2014) is a testament of sensitivity of
this approach with head pose changes.
Initial versions of appearance based models worked with
eye patches as input (Zhang et al. 2015). Subsequently, face
image started to get used as input (Zhang et al. 2017). More
recently, there have been approaches which demonstrate the
presence of useful information present at multiple scales of
the image by using both the face image and the eye patch
as input and demonstrating the benefit of using both (Chen
and Shi 2019; Cheng et al. 2020a). As discussed in Introduc-
tion section, one issue with them is that one needs bounding
boxes for the eye region. This can become a problem espe-
cially when one deals with large gaze angles, low resolution
images or occlusions. Our work, on the other hand, is ap-
pearance based but avoided the problem by studying face-
only approaches.
Similar to models, there has been a gradual evolution
of datasets. With recent datasets we see relatively larger
number of participants (Krafka et al. 2016), greater head
pose and gaze angle variations (Fischer, Chang, and Demiris
2018; Kellnhofer et al. 2019), greater variation in camera-
person distance, background variations etc. Notably, we find
Gaze360 dataset (Kellnhofer et al. 2019) to have several in-
teresting properties. With full 360◦ variation in yaw, signifi-
cant camera-person distance variations, and having both in-
door and outdoor background settings, Gaze360 is a promis-
ing dataset for doing 3D gaze estimation in the wild. In the
context of scale, we also find RT-GENE dataset (Fischer,
Chang, and Demiris 2018) to be quite useful owing to their
significant variation in camera-person distance (80-280 cm).
Conclusion
Here, we present a framework for doing gaze estimation
with full 360◦ variation in yaw which can efficiently han-
dle images belonging to multiple zoom-scales. We use the
simple technique of center cropping for generating features
across multiple scales and show that the idea is not sensitive
to the choice of the aggregation module. We show the ef-
fectiveness of the idea for both static and sequence models.
It is worth noting that the multi-scale methodology in itself
is not specific to the Gaze estimation problem. Any regres-
sion problem in which images can come from a continuum
of scales can be a suitable candidate for this approach.
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